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1. Introduction

Currently, the competitiveness of enterprises is mainly driven by their capability to implementing process-driven information systems. They should enable structural flexibility, besides addressing quality, cost, and partner/customer relationships (Stephenson et al., 2007). The need for velocity popped up when cross-enterprise operations had become relevant in the course of economic globalization. Structural flexibility requires adapting to global supply chains or evolving networks albeit increasing operational efficiency and effectiveness (Haeckel et al., 1999). In this context process-driven business and information systems development is of crucial importance at the tactical and operational level (cf. Laudon et al., 2005).

**Velocity Depends on Accurate Process Specifications.**

For (cross-)organizational operation process specifications have to be tailored to a specific business (opportunity) at hand. Of particular importance is their coherence, when different organizational roles or units are involved in a business case. Coherence requires the consistent propagation of business objectives to operational structures, e.g., reducing engineering cycle times through reporting loops, both on the level of process specification, and on the level of processing them, e.g., using workflow management systems.

Each process can be considered as functional entity with dedicated objectives and particularities that have to be integrated with those of the enterprise network or networked enterprise. Intelligible and flexible representational schemes for process specifications and information systems architecting allow enterprises to keep up with the dynamics of change. Process design and redesign has to be tightly coupled with control flows of enterprise information systems (cf. Rouse, 2006). However, a variety of techniques is used to capture process elements and the flow of control. In most cases, for process specification (targeting towards implementation) a language switch occurs shifting from natural to formal languages. Effects of that shift are of economical (costs), social (conflicts, negotiations), and organizational scale (iterations, quality control), mostly in case of mismatches between business requirements and information systems features.

**Continuous Change.**

Those effects are of particular importance when dealing with all types of changes due to the snapshot nature of specifications and models (cf. Lewis et al., 2007, p.15). It is caused by cognitive mismatches when using particular notations for specification, and leads to incoherent transformation of information throughout analysis, design, and implementation. Current tools do not resolve semantic-gap issues (as identified in the realm of semantic web applications - cf. Ehrig, 2007) for developments driven by business process modelling languages, e.g., Rumpfhuber et al. (2002). However, such problems become substantial when tasks are increasingly pushed to users (Chakraborty, 2004), as the control flow of integrated processes has to be semantically coherent on the level of work tasks, and syntactically correct on the level of technology support. In case users are not supported along the workflows they are involved in doing their business, interactive developments can easily lead to
• reduced productivity,
• decreased quality of work,
• lack of efficiency in the course of task accomplishment,
• problematic management of tasks (cf. Preece, 1993).

**Bridging Semantic Gaps.**

For our approach we will use experiences from model-based technology development (Stary, 2000) and subject-oriented business process engineering (Fleischmann et al., 2009). The ultimate goal of development should be a role- and task-conform workflow in a way that each stakeholder is able to experience a certain task in an effective and efficient way from a mutually tuned global organizational and individual perspective. The latter might require the adaptation of existing work processes towards individual work styles and personal preferences. Thereby, the interactive process artefact reflects the world of tasks as perceived or envisioned by stakeholders or responsible managers. It takes into account skills and preferences, as required for task accomplishment and for mutual interaction. As such representations have to be negotiated before coming into operation on the organizational level. Task and role models need to be communicated. Semantic interaction requires some ontology and a notation supporting mutual understanding.

**The Process Perspective.**

Both characteristics, the representation of task knowledge and its communication are crucial in organizational learning processes (cf. Nonaka et al., 1999, Davenport, 1998, Senge, 1990), in particular when knowledge is considered as a production factor. Common to the development problem in systems design seems to be, for knowledge being a production factor or product that knowledge needs to be located, acquired, analyzed, and developed. Analogous to design knowledge organizational knowledge has to be considered as a product as well as a process. As a process it addresses the individual and group-wise processing of knowledge items, i.e. learning at both levels. Managing this transfer process has turned out to be a challenging organizational activity (Nonaka et al., 1995, Probst et al., 1997). For analysis and development knowledge needs to be represented and stored in organizational memories (Ackermann, 1994). According to Kühn et al. (1997) it captures ‘accumulated know-how and other knowledge assets and makes them available to enhance the efficiency and effectiveness of knowledge-intensive work processes’.

**Evidence-based Interactive Management of Change.**

In the course of (continuous) improvement of business processes and changes in organizations stakeholders play an important role. Herrmann (2000) proposes to qualify stakeholders by letting them develop parts of business processes individually. Using the workflow modelling language SeeMe (Herrmann, 1998) stakeholders create or edit diagrams describing their particular view on the assigned work tasks and their specific procedures for task accomplishment. The diagrams should be linked directly to software applications supporting the task execution. Through activating those links the stakeholders might immediately get an impression of executing the specified workflow and using the assigned applications, eventually involving different applications and different user interfaces. This example demonstrates the utility of tools enabling hands-on-experience.

In order to execute workflow specifications in the course of organizational learning such tools have to capture the organizational process on an individual level and
to ensure process visibility for other stakeholders, on the level of the organization. We achieve that in terms of executable specifications. For individual stakeholders and management we provide workflow definitions and executable interactive artefacts presenting the data and communication facilities according to individual workflow definitions.

As soon as stakeholders adapt business workflows to their specific view, individual learning is stimulated. The process changes can be made visible by prototypical process execution. Together with the process description, they are means of communication between stakeholders - an organizational learning step is initiated.

In order to implement the above mentioned concepts we have used a language for human-centred process modelling, and a corresponding tool to execute individual workflow specifications immediately. Hence, the following work is located at the interface of knowledge management, organizational learning, and business process engineering (see figure 1). The interdisciplinary approach is given by the nature of our research objectives: For evidence-based interactive management of change, we need to integrate business process engineering in knowledge management processes. In this way, procedures dealing with work process changes can be improved. In order to achieve these improvements both on the individual and organizational level we use concepts from organizational learning. As evidence we consider all inputs triggering learning steps. They might stem from market or production developments, organizational brainstorming sessions, idea management or continuous improvement activities set by individual stakeholders. Any evidence should be documented in process specifications for reflection and further processing. The latter enables the interactive and collaborative management of change.

---

**Figure 1. Interfacing knowledge management, organizational learning, and business process engineering**

In the next section we describe the underlying conceptual framework stemming from organizational learning. In section 3 we elaborate the representation scheme for business process engineering and its interactive processing support for organizational knowledge creation. In section 4 we give the service-oriented architecture of the tool. In our conclusion (section 5) we summarize the objectives of our work, the presented achievements, and sketch our future research.
2. The Operational Frame of Reference

Organizational learning encompasses individual learning as well as learning on the organizational level and the transfer of knowledge between these levels. Brown and Duguid (1998) emphasize the importance of so-called boundary objects which help to transfer knowledge between individuals’ or groups with different attitudes and presuppositions. For them, business processes are proper candidates for representing boundary objects because „business processes can enable productive cross-boundary relations as different groups within an organization negotiate and propagate a shared interpretation.” For this reason, we have selected business process representations as enabler for individual and organizational learning processes and the transfer process (cf. process-based knowledge management in Abecker et al. (2002)).

In the following we describe how organizational learning processes occur and how they can be supported with business processes and business process modelling which is a technique for representing business processes encompassing structural and behavioural aspects.

In order to support stakeholders on the individual level, individual learning has to be stimulated. Kolb (1984) has proposed an experiential learning cycle which describes the learning process of individuals’. In figure 1 we incorporate the experiential learning cycle into our framework for organizational learning processes. Four steps can be used to explain “design” as activity for mutual discourse:

- **Observe**: individuals observe stimuli and their consequences from the environment
- **Assess**: the observations are assessed partly consciously, partly unconsciously
- **Design**: on basis of the assessment individuals form abstract concepts to react to the stimuli in an adequate way
- **Implement**: the developed concepts are implemented in real situations. The observation and reception of the effectiveness re-iterates the cycle.

Observation and assessment lay ground to evidence for management of change in terms of (re-)designs. They trigger a continuous experiential learning cycle:

- **Design**: Stakeholders express their role-specific view onto the business processes according to their task assignments and experiences.
- **Implement**: The workflow specifications of the refined business processes can be executed. This way, an interactive artefact is generated that enables hands-on-experience for role-specific task accomplishment. The visualization and prototypical execution of the workflow specification allows to put the modified business processes into action.
- **Observe**: Stakeholders observe through the interactive artefact generation and workflow execution possible effects the executed processes have on their work and the organization of tasks.
- **Assess**: If the results fit the expectations of the stakeholders, the concerned process serves as input for the learning process on the organizational level. If further process refinements or modifications are required the cycle starts again.

In order to transfer the knowledge acquired by the stakeholder to the organizational level we designed the following learning steps (see figure 1):

- **Negotiation** of the business process with all stakeholders whose work is affected by the process: the stakeholder who changed the process presents the process. The artefact generation and workflow execution help to visualize the changes in a
straight-forward way and to initiate discussions. Participants in the negotiation process can vote for or against the changes or propose modifications themselves. The negotiation ends when all participants have accepted or rejected the proposed changes. Negotiation parameters should be set at the beginning of the negotiation like required percentage of votes for an acceptance / a rejection, or a time limit which breaks off the negotiation. The moderator of the negotiation process should be the responsible stakeholder for the business process (process owner).

- The negotiated business process has to be documented in form of a business process model. The model has to be stored into the organizational memory where all stakeholders have access to. The organizational memory is represented through a business process repository which stores the original process model and all versions which were negotiated. The latest negotiated process model serves as basis for further changes.

The organizational learning step is complete if the modified business process represents the novel basis for the work of the stakeholders. Figure 1 shows the operational frame of reference for learning.

The directed link from the individualized business process model refers to the entire organizational memory, because all business processes of an organization are interrelated. The links between the business process model and workflow prototyping mean that experiences gained from using the interactive artefact generation and workflow execution influence the adaptation of business processes specifications, and vice versa, modified processes result in alternative actions (at the user interface) of the artefact.
The organizational learning cycle might be iterated as soon as stakeholders have used the newly acquired and specified knowledge on the level of the overall organization (denoted through the dotted line across the individual learning cycle). On the individual as well as on the organizational level, the ability can be acquired to put process specifications into practice. In this way, anticipated changes can be implemented prototypically, tested without disturbing the running business, and in case of acceptance incorporated. In case of rejecting the proposal no further implications occur.

3. Archetyping

In the following we detail the representation scheme and the interactive tool support from a stakeholder perspective. We also give the procedure for proposing and experiencing workflow executions, i.e. initiating the organizational learning life cycle.

3.1. (Re-)Thinking Business in Terms of Socially Valid Processes

Understanding organizations as social systems we have defined a notation and specification language that
1. is capable of describing an organization, therefore being as expressive as existing business process modelling languages, but provides an actor-specific and communication-oriented perspective
2. makes use of semantic-net features to employ natural language expressions
3. contains a minimal set of elements and relations in order to describe an organization as accurate as possible in an intelligible form
4. provides descriptive items and relations to identify relevant codified (documented) knowledge for task accomplishment.

The language captures the
1. tasks to be supported,
2. users’ perception of tasks in terms of involved actors,
3. problem domain data required for task accomplishment, and
4. exchange of messages to complete work tasks.

Lessons learnt from model-based design.

Designing information systems in a user-centered and task-driven way, several models could be distinguished and explored in the development of the ProcessLens approach (cf. Dittmar et al., 2004; Stary, 2000):
1. The user model sets up a role model by defining specific views on tasks and data (according to the functional roles of users).
2. Business processes as such are modeled partially through the task model. Comprehensive processes can be composed of subprocesses. This step can be executed recursively until elementary task actions become evident. Additionally, temporal constraints can be set between tasks and processes. The task model can be designed according to the organization of work and the stakeholders’ perception of work, usually being a part of the business intelligence representation.
3. The problem domain or data model describes the data derived from the tasks and user organization in the problem domain. In contrast to traditional data modeling, in ProcessLens both aspects of the data required for task accomplishment are captured:
the static and the dynamic properties. Typically, objects of work are specified in the data model.

- Last but not least, the interaction model provides all interactive elements and interaction styles that are needed to make the business processes visible for stakeholders on the one hand and executable on the other hand.

ProcessLens provides dedicated relationships to ensure context-sensitive representations, and to prohibit models that can not be executed prototypically due to incoherent refinement and inconsistencies. Each of those relationships, such as ‘is handled’ between roles of a user model and subtasks of a task model, are checked through particular algorithms according to their semantics and syntax. UML (www.uml.org) is used for specifying the various models and their relationships. Each object relevant to actor behavior or task accomplishment is described using attributes and stereotypes, which indicate which category of model element is addressed, e.g. task, activity, role). Methods are described using activity diagrams.

Activity diagrams model the behavior of actors, task accomplishment, data management, and user interaction with the information system. They contain activity states, (optional) transitions, fork and join vertices. Using these elements, either XOR, OR or AND relations can be modeled. Connecting states with transitions allows for constraints when operating a business. These conditions are triggers to reach the next state. Activity diagrams are prerequisites for the adaptation of business processes to the understanding of the stakeholders.

Behavior descriptions might be useless when the context of application is not intelligible. Therefore, a dedicated connection between activity diagrams had to be introduced. For instance, the activity diagram of ‘Order Entry’ has to be connected to the activity diagram of ‘Order Form (electronic)’ through synchronisation links, since the form (part of the interaction model) enables order entries (part of the task model). These links allow specifying the detailed flow of control. Hence, as soon as a certain state, such as ‘input order data’ is reached, the expected behavior continues with a state from the activity diagram of ‘Order Form (electronic)’ and returns when filling in the form has been completed. A synchronisation link is a special kind of transition, which had to be added to standard UML, in order to ensure the automated execution of task flows.

Besides the usefulness of keeping actor- and task-specific perspective on process specifications, the ProcessLens project revealed the benefits of automated execution in terms of immediate experience of task flows, not only for stakeholders, but also for customers, managers, and organization developers.

Utilizing an integrated, generic scheme for specification.

The integration of the various perspectives is enabled through communication links that synchronizes behaviour sequences (similar to ProcessLens). A respective template is used as representational frame of reference. The following figure shows a template of type 3, since it contains 3 involved parties. All parties exchange messages. In order to distinguish concrete persons from roles in a process we call the parties in a process subjects. Subjects are the acting elements in processes, like in sentences of natural languages where the subject is also the acting element. The subject which starts the message exchange is marked with a small white triangle (subject1).
Figure 3. A process template with 3 involved parties

Each subject can send messages with the name Message to any other subject any time. Figure 4 shows the behaviour of the subject with the name ‘subject1’. Since subject1 is the subject which starts a process its ‘start’ state is the state ‘select’. The ‘start’ state is framed.

The state ‘start’ and the transitions to the state ‘select’ are never executed in the start subject. This state is the ‘start’ state in all the other subjects. All the other subjects are waiting for a message from (all) other subjects. In this way each subject not being a start subject has to receive at least one message before they can start to send messages. The start subject sends a message to any other subject. The receiving subject can reach now the state ‘select’. In that state a subject can decide upon its next action without restriction. A subject which is in state ‘select’ can send a message to other subjects which are still in the state ‘start’. Now these subjects can also reach the ‘select’ state and can send messages. Finally, all subjects are in the state ‘select’ and can communicate whenever being addressed.

In the ‘select’ state the start subject decides whether it wants to send or to receive a message. In the beginning it does not make sense to receive a message since the other subjects are waiting for messages. All the other subjects are in the state ‘start’ which is a ‘receive’ state. This means the start subject will start with sending messages. After that mutual message exchange can start. When becoming active in the ‘select’ state a subject decides to use the ‘send’ transition. In the state ‘prepare message and select address’ the subject instantiates the business object that is transmitted by the message ‘message’. After that a subject decides to which subject the message with the business object as content will be sent.
In the ‘select’ state a subject can also decide whether it wants to receive a message. If a message from the expected subject is available the message can be accepted and a follow-up action can be executed. It is not specified what the follow up action is. It works like receiving an e-mail. The receiver is able to interpret the content of an e-mail and knows what the corresponding follow-up action is. The ‘abort’ transitions back to the ‘select’ state enable to step back in case a subject has made the wrong choice.
Above we have shown a generic process scheme with three participants. Such types of schemes are universal, as they can be easily created for any number of participants. The following figure shows the generic structure of a process with four participants (type 4 template). The behaviour of each subject has to be adapted to the corresponding number of subjects in a generic process. Figure 7 shows the behaviour of the start subject ‘subject1’. The modeler or the tool needs to add the respective ‘send’ and ‘receive’ transitions between corresponding states. In the ‘send’ area transitions must be added to send a message to the new subject, as for the ‘receive’ area. In the ‘receive’ state a corresponding transition has to be added. Using that extension principle the behaviour for each type of generic process scheme can be generated automatically.

**Figure 5. Behaviour of Subject2**
Figure 6. Process template for 4 participants

Figure 7. Generic behaviour pattern of start subject ‘subject1’ for a four party process
With the message ‘Message’ a corresponding business object is sent. The structure of this business object corresponds to the structure of a mail with some extensions like keyword and signature. The following figure shows the specification of the business object message in a XSD notation.

![Figure 8. Structure of the Mail Business Object](image)

Whenever a message ‘message’ is sent, such a business object is sent. The values for the components of the business message object correspond to the content of a traditional mail.

**Adopting the Generic Scheme.**

Subjects are abstract resources. They represent the parties involved in a process. For the specification of an actual workflow the various subjects of a process must be assigned to existing roles, persons or agents. The assignment of persons or agents to subjects means that a process is embedded into a concrete environment. The following example shows an application of a generic process scheme of type 3 in an actual work organization.

![Figure 9. Embedding a process in its environment](image)

The persons Max Mustermann, Tobias Heinzinger, Uwe Hofmann und Johannes Luther are assigned to subject ‘subject1’. Since these persons are assigned to the start subject all of them can start the process. For instance, Max Mustermann creates a message and sends it to Nils Meyer. Nils Meyer can accept that message and can send a message back to ‘subject1’ - the message is received by Max Mustermann. Max Mustermann receives the message because in his work environment or context the
process is started. If another person assigned to ‘subject1’ starts a process this process instance is executed in his or her environment.

The embodiment of a process depends on the usage of a generic process specification. It depends on the business events to be handled. In our example vacation requests are handled. Nils Meyer as head of a development department is responsible for Max Mustermann, Tobias Heinzinger, Uwe Hofmann and Johannes Luther. Subject3 is assigned to Elisabeth Schwarzmeier. Subject3 represents the human resource department of the organization.

Evidence-based Interactive Experience.

The execution of work processes can be supported by an appropriate workflow system. In our research we use a suite developed for subject-oriented process specifications and workflows (Fleischmann et al., 2009). The following figure shows a screenshot as Max Mustermann creates a new instance of a generic process template for 3 parties (i.e. of type 3). This new process instance has the title ‘Request for vacation’ (see ellipsis in the figure).

Figure 10. Max Mustermann creates a process instance with the title ‘Request for Vacation’

After creating the process instance Max Mustermann is guided through the process. He is asked by the workflow system which transition he wants to follow. He knows that he has to fill in the business message form with the corresponding data and that form has to be sent to Nils Meyer. Consequently, Max Mustermann follows the transition ‘send’. In the state ‘prepare message and select address’ following the transition ‘send’ he fills in business object data required for the application for vacation.
In the following figure the user interface of the workflow system and direct experiencing of the specification are shown.

- Number 1 in that figure shows the name of the current state: ‘Prepare message and select address’.
- Number 2 shows the title of that process instance: ‘Request for vacation’.
- Number 3 shows the creation date of that process instance.
- Number 4 shows the form for instantiating the business object.

**Figure 12. User Interface of the workflow system in state prepare message and select the person(s) to be addressed**

Max Mustermann can put in all the required data for a vacation request to the business object and send it to Nils Meyer who is the owner of subject2. This is all Max Mustermann needs to know, since the behaviour description of his subject would allow sending the vacation request to the Human Resource department, conform to using a mail system. Each stakeholder needs to know to whom he/she has to send a mail in the course of task accomplishment. The workflow used in that example produces a protocol recording who has executed a certain action at a certain time. The following figure shows an example of an execution path for handling a vacation request with a generic process scheme. The steps executed in each subject are shown in a corresponding column with the subject name as head line.
Subject1 starts with the ‘select’ activity and selects the ‘send’ transition. Then the action ‘prepare message and select address’ is executed and in state ‘state2’ the message is sent to subject2. Now subject1 reaches again the state ‘select’. In state ‘start’ subject2 receives the message. In the subsequent state ‘follow up action’ the content of the received message is read and the corresponding action is executed by Nils Meyer who is the owner of Subject2. In the case of vacation application this follow-up action is Nils.
Meyer’s decision whether the vacation application is accepted or denied. This decision must be sent to subject1. In state ‘select’ subject2 decides to follow the ‘send’ transition, prepares the message with the result of the decision, and sends it to subject1. This swim lane diagram shows which subject executes which actions in which sequence. If a subject sends a message the ‘send’ state is connected with the corresponding ‘receive’ state in the receiving subject. Subject1 sends a message to subject2 in state ‘state2’. Subject2 receives that message in state ‘start’.

A subject-oriented workflow system can guide each party involved in a process. It can be used to produce an execution protocol recording the sequence in which messages have been exchanged between the involved parties. Another advantage is that a workflow for a generic process scheme can be generated automatically. The only parameter that must be known is the number of involved parties besides the subject starting the process execution. Once completely detailed, a proposed business process can be experienced and immediately negotiated using the subject-oriented workflow system. We exemplify the required steps in the next sub section.

3.2. Submitting a Process Specification to an Organizational Memory

Detailing a generic process scheme can be described as omitting all items that are not required for task accomplishment, or ‘refinement through restriction’. There are several restriction steps:

1. Remove message connections between subjects that are not required.
2. Name the subjects according to the application domain.
3. Name the messages and introduce message types according to the application domain.
4. Adapt specification to actual subject behaviour.
5. Refine the structure of the business objects transmitted by the various messages.

After each restriction step the process can be executed by a subject-oriented workflow system. With each restriction step the guidance for the subject holders is becoming more stringent to task accomplishment.

In the following the application of these restriction steps is exemplified for handling vacation requests, starting with a generic process scheme of type 3.

As the process specification can be embedded into the organization after each restriction step, the corresponding workflow can be used like shown above, according to the available resources.

Remove unnecessary communication paths.

We assume that Subject1 represents the stakeholder asking for vacation, Subject2 represents the manager and Subject3 the human resource department. When handling the process ‘application for vacation’ there is no communication between the employees and the HR department. Therefore the modeler needs to remove the corresponding exchange of messages. In addition, HR never sends a message to the manager. The modeler needs to remove the exchange of messages between Subject3 and Subject2. The following figure shows the resulting communication structure.
According to the changes in the communication structure, the behaviour of the subjects has to be adapted. The corresponding ‘send’ and ‘receive’ branches have to be removed. The following figure shows the adapted behaviour of Subject1. The ‘send’ branch to Subject3 and the ‘receive’ branch to Subject3 are removed.

Figure 15. Communication to Subject3 is removed in Subject1
Analogously, the behaviour of Subject2 is adapted. The ‘receive’ transition for messages is removed from Subject3. The following figure shows the resulting behaviour.

**Figure 16. Subject3 does not send any messages**

The changes in the workflow system restrict the possible interactions between subjects according to the vacation handling process, but there are still message exchanges allowed which do not meet the requirements of the anticipated vacation process. Subject1 can send another message with an application for vacation, Subject2 can send several messages with an answer to Subject1 etc.

**Getting Concrete.**

In a next step the subjects have to be named. Generic names need to be replaced to fit the application. Since the intention is to create a process and workflow for handling applications for vacation, the subjects are named according to that domain. Subject1 is renamed to ‘employee’, Subject2 is renamed to ‘manager’ and Subject3 is named ‘HR’. The following figure shows the communication structure of the resulting specification with the domain-specific names of the subjects.
The naming of the subjects has also some impacts on the communication behaviour. In the subject behaviour specification the corresponding sending or receiving subjects must be also adapted. The following figure shows the adapted behaviour of the subject ‘employee’.

The behaviour of the other subjects is adapted in an analogous way.
Instead of using the generic message name ‘message’ the modeler need to rename the messages in accordance to the application domain. He/She might introduce additional message types. The name of the messages exchanged between subjects can give some indications about their content and meaning. Instead of sending a message of the type ‘message’ informing the subject ‘manager’ only after reading that this is an application for vacation, the subject ‘employee’ can send a message with the name ‘application for vacation’. In this way the name of the message type indicates the intention of sending a message in the context of a certain process specification.

The following figure shows message types relevant for handling vacation requests. Subject ‘manager’ can send two different message types to subject ‘employee’, one message type for acceptance and the other for denial. The new message names improve also the readability of the process.

Figure 19. Communication structure with actual message types

The new message types have also some impacts on the behaviour specifications of all subjects. The message type ‘message’ must be replaced with the new message names and for the new message types additional ‘send’ and ‘receive’ transitions must be added. The following figures show the adapted behaviour of the subjects ‘employee’ and ‘manager’. The simple behaviour of subject HR can be adapted in a similar way.
While renaming message types and adding new message types the process becomes more intelligible. Proper names for message types help users to grasp the meaning of a message type. But there are still the same problems we have after re-naming the subjects. Although the process can be better understood users might still send messages to subjects that are out of scope for the addressed task accomplishment, such as a second message ‘application for vacation’ to the manager. Still, it requires cognitive effort to organize effective and efficient communication having a certain process in mind.
Up to now the already restricted behaviour of the involved subjects allows to send messages which are not in line with the intended handling of a business event. In order to achieve a coherent picture the behaviour of the involved subjects has to be restricted further. The following figure shows the modified behaviour specification of the subject ‘employee’. According to that specification the subject ‘employee’ can only send a single message ‘application for vacation’ to the subject ‘manager’. After sending that message the employee has to wait for the answer from the manager. In case the subject ‘employee’ receives the message ‘denied’ from the manager the ‘end’ state is reached and the process execution is finished. In case the subject ‘employee’ receives the message ‘approved’ the state vacation is reached which means the action ‘vacation’ is executed. If this action is finished the ‘end’ state is reached.
Figure 22. Complete behaviour refinement of subject ‘employee’

The following figure shows the restricted behaviour of the subject ‘manager’. After receiving the message ‘application for vacation’ the subject ‘manager’ decides whether he/she accepts or rejects that application. In the acceptance case the subject ‘manager’ sends the message ‘accepted’ to the subject ‘employee’, and after that the message ‘accepted vacation application’ is sent to the subject ‘HR’. Then the subject ‘manager’ reaches the ‘end’ state. In the case of rejecting the application the subject ‘manager’ sends the message ‘denied’ to the subject ‘employee’ and reaches another ‘end’ state.
Figure 23. Final behaviour refinement of subject ‘manager’

After those changes in the behaviour individuals can be guided through the process in a task-conform way without generating behaviour that is out of scope or context of the addressed task. There is only one issue remaining open. In the message specifications the subjects still use a generic business object for transferring the details about the vacation. This problem can be solved by defining a business object, and thus, representing the application domain of the process.

Finally, each addressed business object needs to be detailed, as shown for the vacation application form.
Then negotiating on the level of the organization is instantiated. It might lead to further adaptations. The versioning support of the organizational memory allows tracing the process of gathering inputs and compromising.

4. Service-Oriented Architecting of the Tool Support

Subject-oriented models have to be considered from the perspective of (distributed) software architecting for implementation. This conversion must be executed fast and at reasonable costs. Although functions can be derived through stepwise transforming model elements, service-oriented architecting is more effective and efficient. Users (i.e. subjects) could compose information systems based on components implementing subject activities. Such an assembling would not require programming at all. The concept of service-oriented architectures (SOA) has been designed to support such type of implementations.

In the following we demonstrate the straightforward use of subject-oriented models for SOA-implementation. The fundamental concept of SOA is the decomposition of software applications in coherent parts. Each part can be linked according to organizations, user’s or application’s needs. Such a composition allows generating applications along business processes in an effective and efficient way. Sequences of service calls replace change requests for existing applications involving IT and organization departments.

Using SOA requires business applications to be decomposed into functions or services, such as checking a vacation request, or updating a days-off sheet. These functions might stem from various platforms. Once functions become available as independent parts, developers might group them to establish novel functionalities. Neither the entire program nor the business logic is located in a single program, but rather distributed over several systems, including organizations.

A complete SOA requires control mechanisms assigning services to activities or tasks and implementing the overall flow of control. Each service has to be triggered accurately, in order to meet the requirements of the application. As these control mechanisms are the starting point of activities, they represent the subjects of SOA. For the definition of process control, services orchestration and service choreography can be used.
**Service Orchestration and Service Choreography.**

Orchestration describes the sequence of services as required for business operation. Orchestrating operations or service involves some kind of flow diagram mechanisms to specify the sequences of utilized service operations. BPEL has been defined as formal description language (Business Process Execution Language) – cf. Havey (2005). The execution of an orchestration requires central control to follow the defined flow of control. So far, the integration of user interactions is very costly, as BPEL targets for automated processes (workflows). Each process has at least one or two users, one triggering the process and one interested in the result.

Each activity is orchestrated, however, the activities synchronize themselves exchanging messages. The choreography of services is the description of direct interactions of the parties involved in a process, e.g., a sequence of messages. Each party involved in a process has its own flow of control, synchronized by exchanging messages. Hence, each user is responsible for executing process steps. In contrast to orchestration, when using choreography the system elements follow an agreed plan, however, pursuing individual paths to accomplish the involved tasks (initially promoted and then monitored by a controlling party). The following table summarizes the respective concepts.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Orchestration</th>
<th>Choreography</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Central control for process execution</td>
<td>• Each party is responsible for correct execution sequence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Central process execution cannot be implemented for multi-threaded organizations</td>
<td>• Multi-threaded organizations can be supported through decentralized process execution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Tendency of serialization of process activities</td>
<td>• Tendency of parallel process activities</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA).**

Service operations, their orchestration or choreography, and the recognition of users follow a 3-tier concept, as shown in the figure.

![Figure 25. Layers of SOA](image-url)

The top level concerns the interaction with users, activating operations, providing inputs to functions of a process, and processing their results. Below the implementation of the business processes is addressed. In this level the sequence of functions (implemented in the bottom layer), or user inputs are expected (top level). As such, level
2 contains most of the business process logic. The bottom level provides all service operations available on level 2.

The subjects or actors correspond to the presentation level in SOA. Activities correspond to the operations assembled according to the orchestration. In Figure 26 the process description is given using EPC notation (IDS, 2000), orchestrating all services including user interactions. The service infrastructure contains objects. Their operations are used as activities (termed predicates in the figure).

Figure 26. Orchestration and SOA

Using jPASS! (www.jcom1.com) operations can be used to provide meaningful subject-specific steps. Such services in use are triggered in a synchronous way. Hence, a subject switches to a subsequent state once all concerned services have been completed. This approach corresponds to orchestration. In the corresponding tool jPASS! subjects also comprise users besides technical elements. The services in use can either represent complex business-logic elements or elementary reading or writing operations.

The services assigned to the nodes might also contain user in/output as a part of their processing scheme. In this way users become part of the service of a process. A service can provide data sent via messages to other subjects, e.g., implemented by form-based user interaction. For instance, such an internal function would allow a user to fill in a holiday application form. The service meets the technical requirement to provide the relevant data for the holiday application. User inputs can also be combined with calculated or extracted information from data repositories. User services can be standardized constructing (process) portals that might serve as controller component for process or service execution.

Subjects themselves can also be considered services. A subject can request a service from another subject. Subjects can be considered as a service provider producing the requested services in a self-contained way. In these cases subjects offer so called ‘request services’ requested by messages. The requesting service might continue the service provision when a service provider accomplishes the requested task. The requested results delivered by the requested subject are accepted by the requesting service when
Figure 27. jPASS! and SOA

In the business context portals offer a user-specific view on information and relevant business processes. The subject-oriented perspective of processes reflects for all users their relevant part(s). By allocating subjects to users (stakeholders) all portal processes or services can be identified that are relevant for individual task accomplishment, streamlined with the task procedures of other members of the organization.

5. Conclusions

Organizations have to act and react according to environmental changes and internal developments. An inappropriate (re)action might lead to problematic situations. In our research we look at computer workplaces, the stakeholders’ knowledge and the resulting potential for individual and organizational learning. If each person is enabled to adapt business processes, data and artefacts according to his/her needs and role characteristics, profound knowledge of the organization – seen as incorporation of all its members – can be stored and made tangible via workflow generation. It can also be challenged and modified in a participatory style of organizational development.

Our a research goal was and still is supporting stakeholders in a way that they can (re)define business processes according to their view on the organization of work in a consensual way. In doing so, they are able to contribute to organizational learning actively. The proposed subject-oriented representation and execution support captures the structure and dynamics of task accomplishment addressing actors (roles), problem domain data (objects), and interaction modalities (message exchanges) for task accomplishment. Each specification can be visualized and directly experienced by all involved parties.

What still needs to be done is to perform cross-organizational field studies to evaluate the impact of actor-specific and communication-driven workflow generation for
networked organizational learning processes. It has to be investigated how stakeholders can be motivated to adapt business processes according to their experience in cross-organizational networks, and start organizational learning processes. A matter of particular interest is the observation of the evolution of business processes in the organizational memory as well as of the impact the individual views have on the organizational changes of the business processes.
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